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 4 w xLet S s x , . . . , x be a set of n distinct positive integers. The matrix S1 n n
w xhaving the least common multiple x , x of x and x as its i, j-entry is called thei j i j
Ž . Ž .least common multiple LCM matrix on S. A set S is gcd-closed if x , x g S fori j
w x1 F i, j F n. Bourque and Ligh conjectured that the LCM matrix S , defined onn
a gcd-closed set S, is nonsingular. In this paper we prove that the conjecture is
true for n F 7 and is not true for n G 8. So the conjecture is solved completely.
Q 1999 Academic Press
I. INTRODUCTION
w x wŽ .xSmith 8 showed that the determinant of the n = n matrix i, j whichn
Ž .has the greatest common divisor i, j of i and j as its i, j-entry is the
Ž . Ž . Ž .product f 1 f 2 ??? f n , where f is Euler's totient function. He also
w Ž .xproved that if f is an arithmetical function and f i, j n is the n = n
Ž .matrix having f evaluated at the greatest common divisor i, j of i and j
w Ž .x Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .as its i, j-entry, then det f i, j s f )m 1 f )m 2 ??? f )m n , wheren
m is the Mobius function and f )m is the Dirichlet convolution of f andÈ
w x w xm. In 1972, Apostol 1 extended Smith's result. In 1988, McCarthy 7
generalized Smith's and Apostol's results to the class of even functions
Ž . w xmod r . In 1993, Bourque and Ligh 4 extended the results of Smith, of
Apostol, and of McCarthy.
 4Let S s x , . . . , x be a set of n distinct positive integers. The matrix1 n
Ž . Ž .S , having the greatest common divisor x , x of x and x as itsn i j i j
Ž .i, j-entry, is called the greatest common divisor GCD matrix on S. The
w x w xmatrix S having the least common multiple x , x of x and x as itsn i j i j
Ž .i, j-entry is called the least common multiple LCM matrix on S. The set
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S is called factor-closed if it contains every divisor of x for any x g S.
 4Clearly, for any positive integer n, the set 1, 2, . . . , n is factor-closed. A
Ž .set S is called gcd-closed, if x , x g S for 1 F i, j F n. Obviously, ai j
factor-closed set is gcd-closed but not conversely. For example, S s
 41, 2, 3, 8, 10 is gcd-closed but not factor-closed.
w xIn 1989, Beslin and Ligh 2 investigated the structure of the GCD
Ž .matrix S on a set S of distinct positive integers. In 1992, Bourque andn
w x Ž .Ligh 3 obtained formulas for the inverses of the GCD matrix S andn
w xthe LCM matrix S on a factor-closed set S. In the meantime theyn
Ž .obtained a formula for the inverses of the GCD matrix S and a formulan
w xfor the determinant of the LCM matrix S on a gcd-closed set asn
n
2w xdet S s x a , 1Ž .Łn k k
ks1
where
a s a x , . . . , x s g d , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýk k 1 k
dNx ,k
dƒx ,t
x -x .t k
1Ž . Ž .with the arithmetical function g defined by g m s ? Ý d ? m d , andd N mm
w xthe function m is the Mobius function. In 3 , Bourque and Ligh raised theÈ
following
w xConjecture. The LCM matrix S on a gcd-closed set S is nonsingular.n
w xRecently, Haukkanen, Wang, and Sillanpaa 5 gave a counterexampleÈÈ
w xfor n s 9. In 6 we show that the conjecture is true for n F 5.
In this paper we introduce a new method to reduce, greatly, the formula
for a . We prove that the conjecture is true for n F 7 and is not true fork
n G 8. So the conjecture is solved completely.
II. THE MAIN LEMMAS
 4Throughout this section, let the set S s x , . . . , x of n distinct posi-1 n
tive integers be gcd-closed and 1 F x - ??? - x . Let N A N denote the1 n
cardinality of any finite set A.
Žw x.LEMMA 1 6 . For 1 F k F n, we ha¤e
a s b x , . . . , x , 3Ž . Ž .k k 1 k
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 4where the function b on a set Z s z , . . . , z of k distinct positi¤e integersk 1 k
is defined as
ky11 1r
b z , . . . , z s q y1 ? ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýk 1 k z z , . . . , z , zŽ .k i i krs1 1Fi - ??? -i Fky1 1 r1 r
4Ž .
Ž .where z , . . . , z , z denotes the greatest common di¤isor of z , . . . , z , z .i i k i i k1 r 1 r
Ž . Ž .Therefore we can compute a by either 2 or 3 . It is obvious thatk
Ž . Ž .formula 3 is easier to use than 2 . Now we give further reduction for the
formula of a .k
 4LEMMA 2. Let T s x g S N x - x and x ƒ x , 1 F k F n. Letk k k
 4  4x , . . . , x _ T s x , x , . . . , x , where x s x - x - ??? -1 k k k , 1 k , 2 k , r 1 k , 1 k , 2k
x s x , 2 F r F k. Thenk , r k kk
a s b x , x , . . . , x . 5Ž . Ž .k r k , 1 k , 2 k , rk k
Ž .Proof. If T s f, then it follows from Lemma 1 that 5 holds. Ifk
 4  4T / f. Let x g T . Then x - x . Let x , . . . , x _ x sk t k t k 1 k t
 X X 4 X Xx , . . . , x , x , where x - ??? - x - x . Since1 ky2 k 1 ky2 k
1
Xb x , . . . , x s q D q D , 6Ž . Ž .k 1 k t txk
where
ky2 1rX
D s y1 ? , 7Ž . Ž .Ý Ýt x , . . . , x , xŽ .i i krs1 1Fi - ??? -i Fky1 1 r1 r
i /tj
ky2 1rq1
D s y1 ? , 8Ž . Ž .Ý Ýt x , . . . , x , x , xŽ .i i t krs0 1Fi - ??? -i Fky1 1 r1 r
i /tj
by the definition of b we haveky1
1
X X Xq D s b x , . . . , x , x .Ž .t ky1 1 ky2 kxk
Thus,
b x , . . . , x s b xX , . . . , xX , x q D . 9Ž . Ž . Ž .k 1 k ky1 1 ky2 k t
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Ž . Ž .Since S is gcd-closed, x , x g S. Let x s x , x . Assume that x sk t l k t l
x . Then x N x . Thus x f T . It is a contradiction. So x - x , i.e., l - t.t t k t k l t
Therefore,
ky3 ky31rq1 rq2












q /x , . . . , x , x , x , xŽ .i i l t k1 r
rq1 rq2ky3 y1 y1Ž . Ž .




Ž .By 9 we have that
b x , . . . , x s b xX , . . . , xX , x , 10Ž . Ž . Ž .k 1 k ky1 1 ky2 k
 X X 4  4  4where x , . . . , x , x s x , . . . , x _ x .1 ky2 k 1 k t
 4  4 Ž . Ž .If T _ x s f, i.e., T s x , then it follows that 5 holds from 10k t k t
Ž .  4and 3 . If T _ x / f, then the above reduction can continue. Note thatk t
< <T is finite. So we can repeat T times the above reduction. Thisk k
completes the proof.
DEFINITION. Let T be a set of distinct positive integers. For any
a, b g T and a - b, we say that a is the greatest-type divisor of b in T , if
a N b and it can be deduced that c s a from a N c, c N b, c - b, and c g T.
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 4For example, T s 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 . Then 2 is the greatest-type divisor of
4 and 6 in T , but 2 is not the greatest-type divisor of 8 in T.
 4LEMMA 3. Let R s y , . . . , y be the set of the greatest-type di¤isorsk k , 1 k , lk
of x in S, where y - ??? - y , l s 0, l s l s 1, and 1 F l F k y 2k k , 1 k , l 1 2 3 kk
for k G 4. Then
a s b y , . . . , y , x . 11Ž . Ž .k l q1 k , 1 k , l kk k
Ž . Ž .Proof. If k s 1, then R s f. So a s b x . Thus 11 holds. If1 1 1 1
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .k s 2, then R s x . By 3 we have that a s b x , x . Then 111 1 2 2 1 2
 4holds. In the following we let k G 3. Let T s x g S N x - x , x ƒ x ,k k k
X  4 X  X X 4 X XS s x , . . . , x _ T . Write S s x , . . . , x , where x s x - ??? - xk 1 k k k 1 h 1 1 h
< < Xs x and 2 F h s k y T F k. Then R ; S and R is equal to the setk k k k k
X X  4of the greatest-type divisors of x in S . If h s 2, then S s x , x andk k k 1 k
 4  4 Ž . Ž .T s x , . . . , x . Thus R s x . By 5 we have that a s b x , xk 2 ky1 k 1 k 2 1 k
Ž .  X X 4so 11 holds. In the following we let h G 3. We claim that x , . . . , x _1 hy1
 X X 4 < Ž . ŽR / f. Otherwise, R s x , . . . , x . Since x x i ) 1 since S isk k 1 hy1 1 i
. X < Ž . X  4gcd-closed , one has x x i ) 1 . Note that x g x , . . . , x . So1 i hy1 2 ky1
X < X Xx x . Then x f R . It is a contradiction. Thus the claim is true.1 hy1 1 k
X  X X 4 XLet x g x , . . . , x _ R . Then x f R . So there exists x gt 1 hy1 k t k
 X X 4  X 4 X <  4 Ž .x , . . . , x _ x , such that x x. Let R s z , . . . , z p G 1 be the1 hy1 t t 1 p
 4  <  X X 4  X 4set of such element x. Namely, z , . . . , z s x x g x , . . . , x _ x ,1 p 1 hy1 t
X < 4 X < Ž .  4  X X 4 Žand x x . Then x z 1 F i F p . Let w , . . . , w s x , . . . , x _ Rt t i 1 q 1 hy1
 X 4.j x , where q s h y p y 2. By Lemma 2 we have thatt
a s b xX , . . . , xX .Ž .k h 1 h
X Ž .Note that x s x . In a way similar to that in 6 , we have thath k
1
Xa s q D q D , 12Ž .k t txk
where
hy2 1rX
D s y1 ? , 13Ž . Ž .Ý Ý X Xt x , . . . , x , xŽ .i i krs1 1Fi - ??? -i Fhy1 1 r1 r
i /tj
hy2 1rq1
D s y1 ? . 14Ž . Ž .Ý Ý X X Xt x , . . . , x , x , xŽ .i i t krs0 1Fi - ??? -i Fhy1 1 r1 r
i /tj
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For D we havet
q 1rq1
D s y1Ž .Ý Ý Xt w , . . . , w , x , xŽ .i i t krs0 1Fi - ??? -i Fq 1 r1 r
q p 1rqeq1q y1 ? .Ž .Ý Ý Ý Xw , . . . , w , z , . . . , z , x , xŽ .i i j j t krs0 es1 1Fi - ??? -i Fq , 1 r 1 e1 r
1Fj - ??? -j Fp .1 e
15Ž .
X < Ž . Ž X . XSince x z 1 F i F p , we have that z , . . . , z , x s x for any 1 F j -t i j j t t 11 e
Ž X . Ž??? - j F p. So we have that w , . . . , w , x , x s w , . . . ,e i i t k i1 r 1X .w , z , . . . , z , x , x for any 1 F j - ??? - j F p and 1 F i - ??? - ii j j t k 1 e 1 rr 1 e
Ž .F q. Then, by 15 , we have that
q 1rq1
D s y1Ž .Ý Ý Xt w , . . . , w , x , xŽ .i i t krs0 1Fi - ??? -i Fq 1 r1 r
q p 1rqeq1q y1 ?Ž .Ý Ý Ý Xw , . . . , w , x , xŽ .i i t krs0 es1 1Fi - ??? -i Fq , 1 r1 r
1Fj - ??? -j Fp .1 e
q 1rq1s y1 ?Ž .Ý Ý Xw , . . . , w , x , xŽ .i i t krs0 1Fi - ??? -i Fq 1 r1 r
p
e
= 1 q y1 ? 1Ž .Ý Ýž /
es1 1Fj - ??? -j Fp1 e
q 1rq1s y1 ?Ž .Ý Ý Xw , . . . , w , x , xŽ .i i t krs0 1Fi - ??? -i Fq 1 r1 r
p
e p= 1 q y1 ?Ž .Ý ž /ž /e
es1
q 1 prq1s y1 ? ? 1 y 1Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Xw , . . . , w , x , xŽ .i i t krs0 1Fi - ??? -i Fq 1 r1 r
s 0.
Ž .By 12 , and the definition of b , we have thathy1
a s b xX , . . . , xX , xX , . . . , xX . 16Ž . Ž .k hy1 1 ty1 tq1 h
 X X 4 Ž  X 4.  X X 4  X 4If x , . . . , x _ R j x s f, then R s x , . . . , x _ x . So1 hy1 k t k 1 hy1 t
Ž . Ž .  X X 4 Ž  X 4.11 holds by 16 . If x , . . . , x _ R j x / f, then the above1 hy1 k t
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 X X 4reduction can continue. Let L s x , . . . , x _ R . Then L is finite.k 1 hy1 k k
Ž . < <So 11 holds by using L times the above reduction. This completes thek
proof.
 4In the following lemmas let R s y , y , . . . , y be the set of thek 1 2 m
Ž .greatest-type divisors of x 1 F k F n in S, where y - y - ??? - y .k 1 2 m
Then R s f and R / f for k G 2. If m G 2, we suppose that G s1 k
Ž . X Ž . X X Xy , . . . , y and y s G ? y 1 F i F m . Then 1 - y - y - ??? - y and1 m i i 1 2 m
Ž X X X . Žm. m Žm. Žm. Žy , y , . . . , y s 1. Define M s D M , where M s y , . . . ,1 2 m rs2 r r i1
. < 4 Ž . Ž .y 1 F i - ??? - i F m 2 F r F m , and the y , . . . , y denotes thei 1 r i ir 1 rŽm. < Žm. <greatest common divisor of y , . . . , y . So G g M and M G 1. Thusi i1 r
< Žm.G x for any x g M .
Ž .LEMMA 4. Let positi¤e integer m F 2. Then b y , . . . , y , x / 0.mq 1 1 m k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. If m s 1, then b y , x s 1rx y 1ry by 4 . Since y -2 1 k k 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .x , b y , x - 0. If m s 2, noting that y , y s G, then by 4 we havek 2 1 k 1 2
that
1 1 1 1
b y , y , x s y y qŽ .3 1 2 k x y y Gk 1 2
1 1 1 1
s q 1 y y . 17Ž .X Xž /x G y yk 1 2
Since yX G 2 and yX G 3,1 2
1 1 1 1
1 y y G 1 y y ) 0.X Xy y 2 31 2
Ž . Ž .Thus by 17 we have that b y , y , x ) 0. The proof is complete.3 1 2 k
< Žm. < Ž .LEMMA 5. Let m G 3. If M s 1, then b y , . . . , y , x / 0.mq 1 1 m k
Žm. < Žm. < Žm.  4Proof. Since G g M and M s 1, M s G . Then we have
Ž . Ž .that y , . . . , y s G for any 1 F i - ??? - i F m 2 F r F m . It im-i i 1 r1 r
Ž X X . Ž .plies that y , . . . , y s 1. By 4 we have thati i1 r
m m1 1 1r
b y , . . . , y , x s y q y1 ?Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýmq 1 1 m k x y Gk iis1 rs2 1Fi - ??? -i Fm1 r
m m1 1 1 r ms y q ? y1 ?Ž .Ý Ý ž /rx y Gk iis1 rs2
m1 1 1
s q m y 1 y . 18Ž .Ý Xž /x G yk iis1
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Since yX ) yX G 2,2 1
1 1
1 y y ) 0.X Xy y1 2
For i s 3, . . . , m, we have that 1 y 1ryX ) 0. Soi
m m1 1 1 1
m y 1 y s 1 y y q 1 y ) 0.Ý ÝX X X Xž / ž /y y y yi 1 2 iis1 is3
Ž . Ž .By 18 we have that B y , . . . , y , x ) 0. This completes the proof.mq 1 1 m k
< Ž3. < Ž .LEMMA 6. If M F 3, then b y , y , y , x / 0.4 1 2 3 k
< Ž3. <Proof. By Lemma 5, we need only to consider the case M s 2 and
< Ž3. <the case M s 3.
< Ž3. < Ž3.  4If M s 2, then let M s G, x ? G , where x ) 1. Then at least one
Ž . Ž .of the three elements y , y , 1 F i - j F 3, is x ? G. Since y , y , y s G,i j 1 2 3
Ž .so, exactly, one of the three elements y , y , 1 F i - j F 3, is x ? G, andi j
Ž .the other two elements are G. By 4 we have that
31 1 1 2 1
b y , y , y , x s y q q yŽ . Ý4 1 2 3 k x y x ? G G Gk iis1
31 1 1 1
s y q qÝx y x ? G Gk iis1
31 1 1 1
s q y q q 1 . 19Ž .Ý Xž /x G y xk iis1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let y , y s x ? G and y , y s y , y s G, where 1 F a, b, c F 3, anda b a c b c
a, b, and c are distinct. Since y , y are the greatest-type divisors anda b
Ž X X .y , y s x,a b
1 1 1 1 1 1
y y q G y y q ) 0.X Xy y x 2 x 3 x xa b
Note that y1ryX q 1 ) 0. Thenc
3 1 1 1 1 1 1
y q q 1 s y y q q y q 1 ) 0.Ý X X X Xž / ž /y x y y x yi a b cis1
Ž . Ž .By 19 we have that b y , y , y , x ) 0.4 1 2 3 k
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< Ž3. < Ž3.  4If M s 3, then let M s G, x ? G, y ? G , where 1 - x - y. Then
Ž .there are two of the three elements y , y , 1 F i - j F 3, such that one isi j
Ž . Ž .x ? G and the other is y ? G. It follows from y , y , y s G that x, y s 1.1 2 3
Ž .Furthermore, exactly one of the three elements y , y , 1 F i - j F 3, isi j
Ž .x ? G, one is y ? G, and one is G. By 4 we have that
31 1 1 1 1 1
b y , y , y , x s y q q q yŽ . Ý4 1 2 3 k x y x ? G y ? G G Gk iis1
31 1 1 1
s y q qÝx y x ? G y ? Gk iis1
31 1 1 1 1
s q ? y q q . 20Ž .Ý Xž /x G y x yk iis1
Ž . Ž .Let y , y s x ? G, y , y s y ? G, where 1 F d, e, f F 3 and d, e, f ared e d f
Ž X X .distinct. Since y , y are the greatest-type divisors and y , y s x,d e d e
1 1 1 1 1 1
y y q G y y q ) 0.X Xy y x 2 x 3 x xd e
Ž X X . X XSince y is the greatest-type divisor and y , y s y, y ) y. Then y1ryf d f f f
q 1ry ) 0. Hence
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
y q q s y y q q y q ) 0.Ý X X X Xž / ž /y x y y y x y yi d e fis1
Ž . Ž .By 20 we have b y , y , y , x ) 0. The proof is complete.4 1 2 3 k
< Ž4. < Ž .LEMMA 7. If M F 2, then b y , y , y , y , x / 0.5 1 2 3 4 k
< Ž4. <Proof. By Lemma 5, we need only to consider the case M s 2.
< Ž4. < Ž4.  4Now let M s 2. Then M s G, x ? G for some x ) 1. So at least
Ž . Ž .one of the six elements y , y , 1 F i - j F 4, is x ? G. Since y , y , y , yi j 1 2 3 4
Ž .s G, at most three of the six elements y , y , 1 F i - j F 4, are x ? G,i j
Ž .and for 1 F i F 4, 1 F i - i - i F 4 and i / i j s 1, 2, 3 , we have1 2 3 j
Ž . Ž . Ž .either y , y / x ? G, y , y / x ? G, or y , y / x ? G. Consider thei i i i i i1 2 3
following cases:
Ž .Case 1. If exactly one of the six elements y , y , 1 F i - j F 4, isi j
x ? G, then the other five elements are G. Hence, the four elements
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Ž . Ž .y , y , y , 1 F i - j - l F 4, are G. By 4 we have thati j l
41 1 1 5 4 1
b y , y , y , y , x s y q q y qŽ . Ý5 1 2 3 4 k x y x ? G G G Gk iis1
41 1 1 2
s y q qÝx y x ? G Gk iis1
41 1 1 1
s q ? y q q 2 . 21Ž .Ý Xž /x G y xk iis1
X X X X X 1 1 1 14Since 2 F y - y - y - y , yÝ 1ry q 2 G 2 y y y y ) 0.1 2 3 4 is1 i 2 3 4 5
Ž . Ž .By 21 we have that b y , y , y , y , x ) 0.5 1 2 3 4 k
Ž .Case 2. If at least two of the six elements y , y , 1 F i - j F 4, arei j
x ? G, then there do not exist four distinct positive integers e, f , g, h,
Ž . Ž .1 F e, f , g, h F 4, such that y , y s y , y s x ? G. Otherwise we havee f g h
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . Ž ..that y , y , y , y s y , y , y , y s y , y , y , y s x ? G. It contra-1 2 3 4 e f g h e f g h
Ž .dicts to y , y , y , y s G. So there are only the following four cases:1 2 3 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i y , y s y , y s x ? G. Then y , y s x ? G and the other1 2 1 3 2 3
Ž .three elements y , y are G;i j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii y , y s y , y s x ? G. Then y , y s x ? G and the other1 2 1 4 2 4
Ž .three elements y , y are G;i j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii y , y s y , y s x ? G. Then y , y s x ? G and the other1 3 1 4 3 4
Ž .three elements y , y are G;i j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iv y , y s y , y s x ? G. Then y , y s x ? G and the other2 3 2 4 3 4
Ž .three elements y , y are G.i j
Ž .Then it can be deduced that exactly three of the six elements y , y ,i j
1 F i - j F 4, are x ? G, and the other three elements are G. Thus, exactly
Ž .one of the four elements y , y , y , 1 F i - j - l F 4, is x ? G, and thei j l
Ž .other three elements are G. By 4 we have that
41 1 3 3 1 3 1
b y , y , y , y , x s y q q y y qŽ . Ý5 1 2 3 4 k x y x ? G G x ? G G Gk iis1
41 1 2 1
s y q qÝx y x ? G Gk iis1
41 1 1 2
s q ? y q q 1 . 22Ž .Ý Xž /x G y xk iis1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Let y , y s y , y s y , y s x ? G, where 1 F a, b, c F 4, anda b a c b c
a, b, c are distinct. Since y , y , y are the greatest-type divisors of x ,a b c k
 X X X 4y , y , y has one element not less than 2 x, one not less than 3 x, and onea b c
not less than 4 x. Thus
1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1
y y y q G y y y ) 0.X X Xy y y x x 2 x 3 x 4 xa b c
 X 4  X X X X 4  X X X 4 XNow let y s y , y , y , y _ y , y , y . Then y1ry q 1 ) 0. There-d 1 2 3 4 a b c d
fore,
4 1 2 1 1 1 2 1
y q q 1 s y y y q q y q 1 ) 0.Ý X X X X Xž / ž /y x y y y x yi a b c dis1
Ž . Ž .By 22 we have that b y , y , y , y , x ) 0. The proof is complete.5 1 2 3 4 k
III. THE MAIN THEOREM
In this section, we give the main result of this paper as follows.
THEOREM. Let n be a positi¤e integer.
Ž .i If n F 7, then the Bourque]Ligh's conjecture is true. Namely, for
 4any gcd-closed set S s x , . . . , x of n distinct positi¤e integers, the LCM1 n
w xmatrix S defined on S is nonsingular.n
Ž .  4ii If n G 8, then there exists a gcd-closed set S s x , . . . , x of n1 n
Ž .distinct positi¤e integers, such that a x , . . . , x s 0. Therefore then 1 n
Bourque]Ligh conjecture is not true for n G 8.
Ž .  4Proof. i Let S s x , . . . , x be a gcd-closed set of n distinct posi-1 n
tive integers. Without loss of generality, we may let 1 F x - x - ??? - x .1 2 n
 4For 1 F k F n, let R s y , . . . , y be the set of the greatest-type divi-k 1 m
Žsors of x in S, where y - ??? - y . Then R s f and R / f i.e.,k 1 m 1 k
.m G 1 for k G 2. By Lemma 3 we have that
a s b y , . . . , y , x . 23Ž . Ž .k mq1 1 m k
Žm. Ž . < 4 Ž .For m G 2, let M s y , . . . , y 1 F i - ??? - i F m 2 F r F m .r i i 1 r1 rŽm. m Žm.  4Let M s D M . Clearly, R ; x , . . . , x . It follows from S isrs2 r k 1 ky1
Žm.  4gcd-closed that M ; x , . . . , x . Since y , . . . , y are the greatest-1 ky1 1 m
Žm. < Žm. <type divisors of x in S, R l M s f. So m q M F k y 1. Thenk k
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for m G 2, we have that
< Žm. <1 F M F k y m y 1. 24Ž .
We claim that a / 0 for 1 F k F 7.k
Let k s 1. Then a s 1rx / 0.1 1
Ž .Let k s 2 or 3. Then m s 1. It follows from 23 and Lemma 4 that
Ž .a s b y , x / 0.k 2 1 k
Ž .Let k s 4. Suppose that m G 3, then by 24 we have that k G m q 2 G
Ž .3 q 2 s 5. It is a contradiction and so m F 2. It follows from 23 and
Ž .Lemma 4 that a s b y , . . . , y , x / 0.4 mq1 1 m 4
Ž .Let k s 5. If m F 2, then it follows from 23 and Lemma 4 that
Ž . Ž . < Žm. <a s b y , . . . , y , x / 0. If m G 3, by 24 we have that M F 55 mq1 1 m 5
< Žm. <y m y 1 F 1. It can be deduced that M s 1 and m s 3. It follows
Ž . Ž .from 23 and Lemma 5 that a s b y , y , y , x / 0.5 4 1 2 3 5
Ž .Let k s 6. If m F 2, then it follows from 23 and Lemma 4 that
Ž . Ž .a s b y , . . . , y , x / 0. If m G 3, by 24 we have that m F k y 26 mq1 1 m 6
Ž . < Ž3. <s 4. Then m s 3 or 4. If m s 3, by 24 we have that M F 6 y 3 y 1
Ž . Ž .s 2. It follows from 23 and Lemma 6 that a s b y , y , y , x / 0. If6 4 1 2 3 6
Ž . < Ž4. < < Ž4. <m s 4, by 24 we have that M F 6 y 4 y 1 s 1. So M s 1. It
Ž . Ž .follows from 23 and Lemma 5 that a s b y , y , y , y , x / 0.6 5 1 2 3 4 6
Ž .Let k s 7. If m F 2, then it follows from 23 and Lemma 4 that
Ž . Ž .a s b y , . . . , y , x / 0. If m G 3, by 24 we have that m F k y 27 mq1 1 m 7
Ž . < Ž3. <s 5. Then m s 3, 4, or 5. If m s 3, by 24 we have that M F 7 y 3 y
Ž . Ž .1 s 3. It follows from 23 and Lemma 6 that a s b y , y , y , x / 0.7 4 1 2 3 7
Ž . < Ž4. <If m s 4, by 24 we have that M F 7 y 4 y 1 s 2. Then it follows
Ž . Ž .from 23 and Lemma 7 that a s b y , y , y , y , x / 0. If m s 5, by7 5 1 2 3 4 7
Ž . < Ž5. < < Ž5. < Ž .24 we have that M F 1. So M s 1. Then it follows from 23 and
Ž .Lemma 5 that a s b y , y , y , y , y , x / 0.7 6 1 2 3 4 5 7
Therefore the claim is true.
Now let n F 7. Then for k, 1 F k F n, it follows from the claim that
Ž . w x w xa / 0. So by 1 we have that det S / 0. Hence the LCM matrix Sk n n
defined on S is nonsingular. Thus the Bourque]Ligh conjecture is true for
n F 7.
Ž .ii Let n G 8 and let a ) 1 be any integer. Now let
x s aiy1 , 1 F i F n y 7,i
x s 2b , x s 3b , x s 5b , x s 36b ,ny6 ny5 ny4 ny3
x s 230b , x s 825b , x s 227700b ,ny2 ny1 n
ny8  4where b s a . Then S s x , . . . , x be a gcd-closed set of n distinct1 n
 4positive integers. It is easy to see that x , x , x is the set of theny3 ny2 ny1
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greatest-type divisors of x s 227700b in S. Sincen
b x , x , x , xŽ .4 ny3 ny2 ny1 n
1
s ? b 36, 230, 825, 227700Ž .4b
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
s ? y y y q q q y 1ž /b 227700 36 230 825 2 3 5
s 0.
Ž . Ž .It follows from Lemma 3 that a s b x , x , x , x s 0. By 1n 4 ny3 ny2 ny1 n
w x w xwe have that det S s 0, so the LCM matrix S defined on S is singular.n n
Thus the Bourque]Ligh conjecture is not true for n G 8. The proof is
complete.
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